


The Italian tradition of Luxury Interiors 
handed down from father to son since 1818

The story of Modenese Gastone Luxury 
Classic Interiors has its origins in the 
distant 1818 when the Modenese family 
launched their own wooden furniture 
manufacture. Two centuries have passed 
and the family business was carefully 
handed down from father to son across 
seven generations. Today Modenese 
Gastone is a high-end furniture manufacturer 
with an abundant wealth of experience 
in luxury interior design that offers to its 
clients a full range of services: from broad 
collections of customized handmade 
furniture pieces to individual designing 
and turn-key project realization.



Welcome to the heart of 

Luxury Classic Interiors



Bespoke pieces of furniture, unique style, 

tailored interior design projects



The magic and suggestive interiors of 

Modenese Gastone…

Unwind in a luxury living room

and experience the irresistible 

feeling of majesty



Our designers take care of the Details
of your Project and create high-end bespoke Interiors



Our Contract Division provides 360° solutions 

for Exclusive interior fit-out



From site measurement  

to tailor-made layout advisory, 

our in-house designers 

will customize your interiors



Nothing else but classic style
to disclose power, strength and luxury 

of Executive  Projects



Your Bespoke handmade Interiors,
from Sketches to reality









The Magic of the Wood 
arises in the handmade inlays of the wooden floors





Custom-made Marquetry crafted from selected woods,

mother-of-pearl, splendid marbles for Unique Inlays



Fabrics, curtains, trimmings: 

essential interior elements that enhance the whole design





Every single detail contributes 

to the warm feeling of

classical Beauty



Modenese Gastone Doors mean: 

prestigious woods, high quality materials 

and sheer love for fine decorations





Tutte le misure sono da considerarsi indicative e
possono essere soggette a cambiamenti,  a nostro
insindacabile giudizio, in base alle normali esigenze
della produzione artigianale.
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All measurements are for guidance only and they may
be subject to change, in our sole discretion, according
to the normal needs of the artisanal production.

Все размеры являются ориентировочными и могут
быть подвергнуты изменениям на усмотрение
фабрики, в соотвествии с потребностями
ремесленного производства .



Our team guarantees an absolute 

professionalism and the highest competence in 

Residential  Projects
Fall into the reverie… and let us make it true!



Accuracy and sophistication

lead to Perfection





Play Rooms
and 

Home Cinema
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We use our craftsmanship to provide you a

Bespoke and Unique Kitchen,

tailor-made for your needs





Custom-made kitchens that reflect 

your personality and  Your Style
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We bring the history and the atmosphere of 

royal residences into your villa







Modenese Gastone tailor-made 

Walk-in Closets 
are exclusive rooms where

distinguished taste and functionality 
intermingle effortlessly







For this reason every

Beauty Room  suits

all kind of luxury interiors







President Office,
Conference Rooms and 
Governative Projects







Combining high-quality

 materials with architectural design, 

the result is stylish Boiserie 
that reveals utmost refinement and elegance
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Our Contract Division manages complete Turn-Key Projects 

worldwide: from Hospitality to Yacht Design



Our projects portfolio:
• Kremlin Senate building - Moscow (Russia)
• Duma building - Novosibirsk  (Russia)
• Danieli Hotel - Venice (Italy)
• The Ritz Hotel - London (United Kingdom)
• St. Regis Hotel - Rome (Italy)
• Kempinsky The Palm - Dubai (UAE)
• Qatar Embassy - Muscat (Oman)
• Intercontinental Hotel - Baku (Azerbaijan)
• Private Villas The Palm - Dubai (UAE)
• Rose Garden Villas - Shanghai (China)
• Imperial Hotel - Wien (Austria)
• Four Season Hotel - Saint Petersburg (Russia)
• Principe di Savoia Hotel - Milan (Italy)
• Russian Embassy - Prague (Czech Republic) 
• Intercontinental Hotel - Kiev (Ukraine)
• St. Regis Hotel - New York (USA)
• Millennium Biltmore Hotel - Los Angeles (USA)
• Villa D’Este Hotel - Lake Como (Italy)
• The Venetian Hotel - Macau (China)
• Presidential Palace - Abu Dhabi (UAE)
• Private Yacht - Monte Carlo (Monaco)

We take care of all kind of 

Projects  from A to Z



V.i.p. Halls and  Presidential Suites 
We fit out the best hotels of the world







Fine dining requires delightful interiors 
and exquisite pieces of furniture

48





Yacht  interiors: interior design for first-class experiences





Deluxe Private Jet  interiors for luxury flights



The raw hand-carved furniture items 
are prepared by our experienced
cabinetmakers. 
The whole wood-carving process is 
entirely handmade and is carried out 
with the use of traditional
carpenter’s tools. 
It’s an enchanting process of solid 
wood pieces turning into elaborated 
furniture elements.

To add some splendor to the
furniture we use gold, silver, bronze 
and other types of leaf. As the
whole production process the
gilding is done manually: the
craftsmen apply a special glue on the 
decorated surface and cover it with a 
fine piece of gold (silver etc.) leaf.
Afterwards with a special stiff brush 
the tiny pieces of gild are knocked 
into the wooden surface. According 
to the amount of shine and the
density of golden decoration desired 
by the client the artisans use from 
2-3 up to dozens of gold leaf layers 
in this procedure.
That’s how the furniture gets its
precious shine and lustrous finish.

The charming inlays from various 
materials are realized on table tops, 
anterior surfaces of consoles and 
other parts of furniture: little pieces 
of different types of wood, marble 
and mother-of-pearl are inlaid into 
the wooden surface composing a
lavish palette of colors and variety of 
wood textures. 



Welcome to our World
www.modenesegastone.com

Headquarter:
Via Caodalbero, 579 - 35040 - Casale di Scodosia - Padova - ITALY

Tel: +39 0429 879146
  info@modenesegastone.com
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